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Over three-fifths (63%) of organizations in the life sciences and pharmaceuticals industry were 
identified as either a beginner (developing plans and building support for AI) or implementer 
(starting to pilot AI) when it comes to the stage of their AI maturity, according to a survey of 1,200 
global companies. While advances in data science, machine learning, and AI are undoubtedly 
happening in the pharmaceutical space, there’s still plenty of room for organizations to mature 
and scale, and a myriad of new use cases to develop.

Pharmaceutical organizations should leverage these technologies to expedite the time-
consuming task of medical information collection and processing, enhance availability of data 
and medical records, streamline the drug discovery and R&D process so it takes less time and is 
more cost effective, and so on. An end-to-end data science platform like Dataiku can help usher 
in these changes in a cross-organization way, driving collaboration and business value from a 
people, process, and technology perspective. 

This ebook includes:

• Key pharmaceutical use cases for organizations to begin today
• Manufacturing and marketing use cases that are specific to pharmaceutical companies
• Details around the need for data governance in the pharmaceutical sector (and how Dataiku 

can help enable it)

The 2020 global health crisis underscores the critical need for organizations to be able to pivot 
their operations to effectively cope with big change, while simultaneously driving innovation, 
a takeaway that is especially relevant for pharmaceutical players navigating concerns such as 
supply chain disruptions and increased levels of competition.

Introduction
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1. Early Disease Identification

By arming doctors with the ability to leverage predictive analytics and pattern recognition, they 
can better understand and diagnose symptoms, run tests and analyze those results, monitor 
the outcomes from any previous treatments, and move on to the next treatment plan. The 
sooner the disease is identified, the sooner it can be treated — bringing pharmaceuticals into 
the picture much sooner than if analytics weren’t being used. 

Let’s see an example. Each year, strokes cost billions of dollars in medical expenses but it’s 
difficult to give patients who experience a stroke timely treatment because of the difficulty of 
judging early stroke symptoms. According to the Stroke and Vascular Neurology Journal, two 
machine learning algorithms have been used to detect stroke based on two stages, a human 
activity recognition stage and a stroke-onset detection stage. If the patient’s movement diverts 
from the normal pattern, a stroke alert would be activated and the patient would be evaluated 
for treatment1. 

Another example of this in practice is Pfizer’s treatment of transthyretin cardiomyopathy, a 
rare, fatal, and underdiagnosed condition associated with progressive heart failure. According 
to the press release, the Pfizer team ran a study in which the drug tafamidis “demonstrated 
a statistically significant reduction in the combination of all-cause mortality and frequency of 
cardiovascular-related hospitalizations.”2 These examples will both lead to patients receiving 
care or treatment much earlier in their patient journey. 

By making AI accessible to a wider audience (via a platform like Dataiku) and equipping medical 
professionals with the technology and processes that ensure AI efforts are collaborative, transparent, 
and explainable, there is significant potential to increase efficiencies and improve patient outcomes. 
Further, the teams using the tools can increase collaboration with a workflow-centric tool that is 
accessible to all team members and easily evangelize communication across teams.

1 https://svn.bmj.com/content/2/4/230#ref-46
2 https://www.pfizer.com/news/press-release/press-release-detail/fda_grants_breakthrough_therapy_designation_for_tafamidis_for_the_
treatment_of_patients_with_transthyretin_cardiomyopathy-1

Use Cases
Predictive Analytics
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2. Loss of Exclusivity

Conversely to the example above where machine learning and AI are used to detect disease 
treatment before the drug is even launched publicly, there comes a time when pharmaceutical 
companies no longer own exclusive brand rights to a specific drug. 

While it is a natural part of any drug’s lifecycle, the pharmaceutical firm needs to be able to 
accurately predict variables such as loss of revenue and customer retention and develop a plan 
of action to maintain a stake in the game.

Organizations can leverage a data science platform like Dataiku to preserve patient loyalty and 
churn prevention. Churn analysis relies on careful preparation of customer data, examining 
available customer history, and taking snapshots at various points in time of the experience. It 
compares the different snapshots to get an idea of whether something has changed during their 
time as customers. 

Finally, a machine learning algorithm associates notable changes to customer actions, such as 
leaving or staying in a customer base. Used with a lifetime value model, a churn prediction model 
can promptly and automatically react when the risk of losing important customers appears.  
This sample project details how to segment a customer base and predict the risk of churn in Dataiku.
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3. Potential Patient Identification

Data science, machine learning, and AI platforms can help carve out efficiencies in the clinical 
trial process in two ways. First, by more quickly and precisely identifying patients who would 
be a good fit for a particular trial via advanced analysis of patient history and medical records 
through natural language processing (NLP) or by exploring geographically- and symptom-
distinct patients at scale. Secondly, these techniques can examine the interactions of potential 
trial members’ specific biomarkers and current medication to predict the drug’s interactions 
and side effects, avoiding potential complications.

To help make NLP easier, Dataiku offers a series of plugins that users can leverage. They include:

• The sentiment analysis plugin, which provides a tool for performing sentiment analysis on 
textual data. It comes with a single recipe that allows users to estimate the sentiment polarity 
(positive/negative) of a text based on its content.

• The text summarization plugin, which provides a recipe for doing automatic text 
summarization from text data.

• The sentence embedding plugin, which provides a recipe for computing numerical sentence 
representations (also known as sentence embeddings).
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4. Prescription Optimization

According to a Protenus 2019 Drug Diversion Report3, $454 million in drugs were lost and 94% 
of drug diversion incidents — where drugs are not used how they were intended and taken away 
from the patients who need them — involved opioids. Further, 67% of these incidents were 
caused by doctors or nurses (whether accidentally or purposefully). How can data and analytics 
help curb this issue?

• AI and machine learning can be used for more comprehensive data matching, which will, in 
turn, make it more challenging for diverters to go undetected

• Prescriptive analytics can be used to identify risk and help develop an actionable plan to 
reconcile detected discrepancies

• Pharmaceutical companies can work with pharmacy benefit managers to flag patients who 
are likely to be abusing drugs to their pharmacies or who have filled more prescriptions than 
is recommended

• Use predictive modeling to determine how patients will react to certain drugs (i.e., whether 
they are likely to develop an addiction) 

• Pharmaceutical companies can use AI and machine learning to detect fraud (i.e. Medicare 
fraud by physicians who want to make money by selling drugs or charging Medicare too 
much for some drugs, check out the use case walk-through in Dataiku here).
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1. Optimizing and Automating Production

As drugs are increasingly customized to small numbers of patients with certain genetic profiles, 
identifying the most efficient supply system by optimizing and automating steps of production 
will become even more critical. Dataiku’s integrated REST API allows analysts to create robust 
supply chain analytics on both structured and unstructured data in the supply chain.

Use Cases
Manufacturing and Supply Chain Applications

2. Demand Forecasting

Pharmaceutical organizations can use a collaborative data science tool like Dataiku to better 
forecast demand and distribute products more efficiently. This is important for both general 
availability (what you can get at the pharmacy) as well as managing clinical trials. For example, 
at Dataiku we work with a global pharmaceutical organization to help them forecast sales of 
hundreds of products across 40+ global markets.
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3. Predictive Maintenance 

This use case is especially sensitive in the pharmaceutical sector, given the rapid time-to-market 
required for pharmaceutical products and the vast amount of pharmaceutical equipment 
required in a production run. One machine failure in a pharmaceutical manufacturing plant can 
cost the company hundreds of thousands of dollars in scrapped batches, so by using predictive 
maintenance,  companies can forecast when or if necessary recruitment will fail so that its 
maintenance and repair can be scheduled in advance of the failure. 

Dataiku enables pharmaceutical companies to seamlessly build predictive maintenance 
solutions through features and capabilities including but not limited to:

• A simple and fast interface for ETL, including interactive data cleaning and integrated 
advanced processors

• AutoML features, including the ability to compare dozens of algorithms directly from the 
Dataiku interface (both for supervised and unsupervised tasks) 

• One-click model deployment on the cloud with Kubernetes
• Robust model monitoring features to prevent model drift
• A central repository that allows the ability to connect to any dataset, wherever it’s stored

To see how Essilor, the world’s leading ophthalmic optics company, leverages Dataiku for 
predictive maintenance (while improving production quality standards), read this story.
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Additionally, while there are sales and marketing use cases in every industry, here are some 
examples of common ones in the pharmaceutical industry:

• Geographical sales optimization: Pharmaceutical organizations often send sales 
representatives to hospitals and physician offices, it’s important to be able to identify 
which geos are underperforming so they can increase the amount of visits. 

• Sales visit optimization: The visits mentioned above need to be efficient so 
organizations can use analytics to avoid too many representatives from visiting the 
same hospitals (sales reps from the same company selling different drugs)

• Adhering to do-not-contact lists: Data privacy guidelines have become increasingly 
critical across many industries, and pharmaceuticals is no exception. Some physicians 
do not want to be contacted by pharmaceutical organizations at all, while others only 
want to be through specified channels (i.e., only email). 

• Personalized marketing: Teams can leverage advanced analytics for marketing 
automation and personalization, resulting in innovative campaigns that will drive 
customer engagement (i.e., create a predictive model that scores target customers for 
their propensity to open an email). 

Dataiku can help marketers within pharmaceutical organizations to centralize their data (think 
projects, processes, and knowledge surrounding them) in a shared environment. This allows 
team members to reuse the work of their colleagues and collaborate easily on data projects. 
Further, depending on skill sets and expertise, there’s something for everyone. Marketing data 
teams may choose to prepare and deploy machine learning-based models for marketing AI use 
cases such as the ones above, or analysts may focus on visual and AutoML features to augment 
their current capabilities. Either way, Dataiku can help pharmaceutical companies enhance their 
marketing strategy and, in turn, optimize their interactions and engagement with hospitals, 
physicians, and customers. 

Use Cases
Sales and Marketing Use Cases
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Specifically related to the R&D and manufacturing arm of pharmaceutical organizations, 
data governance is critical for compliance with regulatory expectations. The World Health 
Organization (WHO) defines data governance as “the sum total of arrangements which provide 
assurance of data quality. These arrangements ensure that data, irrespective of the process, 
format, or technology in which it is generated, recorded, processed, retained, retrieved, and 
used will ensure an attributable, legible, contemporaneous, original, accurate, complete, 
consistent, enduring, and available record throughout the data life cycle4.” 

However, creating a data governance strategy isn’t just something that can happen overnight. 
The process should be thoughtful and comprehensive, ensuring executive buy-in and reflecting 
cross-company operations. The Dataiku capabilities outlined below can help data teams at 
pharmaceutical companies understand their models and scale their machine learning efforts:

• Interactive visual statistics: An interactive statistics worksheet in Dataiku provides a 
dedicated interface for performing exploratory data analysis (EDA) on datasets. Team 
members can summarize or describe data samples, draw conclusions from a sample 
dataset about a specific patient population, or visualize the structure of the dataset in a 
reduced number of dimensions. The interactive interface allows statistics to be visualized by 
everyone — statistician or not — which, in turn, expedites the process of uncovering insights 
and eliminates bottlenecks in AI project deployment. 

• Partial dependence: For all models trained in Python, Dataiku can compute and display 
partial dependence plots after a model is built, which can help teams understand the 
relationship between a feature and a target. 

The Importance of GxP Compliance and 
Data Governance in Pharmaceuticals
(and How Dataiku Can Help)

4  https://www.who.int/medicines/areas/quality_safety/quality_assurance/QAS19_819_rev1_guideline_on_data_integrity.pdf
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• Subpopulation analysis: This indicates whether a model is biased towards a particular 
population, which can be particularly useful when exploring clinical trials or patient 
responses to new drugs. If a certain chemical agent works well for some subpopulations, 
and poorly for others, it may require modifications before it can be released to diverse 
patient groups.

• Individual model prediction explanations: Organizations can effectively debug black-
box models for accuracy and bias by describing which characteristics or features have the 
greatest impact on a model’s outcomes. These row-level explanations for why a model is 
producing a given prediction can be obtained through APIs and generated for both models 
built from scratch and AutoML.

< Check Out the Additional Content on the Left to See Each of These Features in Action

Further, Dataiku’s model document generator allows pharmaceutical firms to prove that they 
follow industry best practices to build their models. The generator (which has customizable 
templates) enables teams to create documentation associated with any trained model, 
automatically creating a .docx file that provides information about:

• What the model does
• How the model was built (algorithms, feature processing, etc.)
• How the model was tuned
• The model’s performance 

This way, stakeholders outside of the data science team that built the model can see the holistic 
picture — how the data was prepared, the features, the details of deployment, and so on 
(simultaneously creating a foolproof audit trail, which is a necessity in a sector where extensive 
testing is required prior to going to market). The icing on the cake? The output document 
follows a consistent, logical sequence, with clearly indexed sections, delivering a standardized 
framework for future reference and comparisons. 

With Dataiku, pharmaceutical firms can also easily maintain security and data privacy regulation 
compliance at each step of the data pipeline. Not every user that can benefit from data-driven 
information can necessarily have access to the data. Pseudo-anonymization allows the use of 
sensitive data without the need to share the data with each user. 
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Further, pharmaceutical organizations need to comply with GxP, which is another reason that 
data governance is so important. GxP is a collection of quality guidelines and regulations created 
to ensure that bio/pharmaceutical products are safe, meet their intended use, and adhere to 
quality processes during manufacturing, control, storage, and distribution. The “x” stands for 
the particular field, whether that’s manufacturing (GMP), distribution (GDP), laboratory (GLP), 
and so on. 

At Dataiku, we are working with multiple global pharmaceutical clients to meet and maintain 
GxP compliance while using Dataiku DSS in production with medical data. GxP is no different to 
any other quality benchmark in that it is complex to interpret and difficult to put into practice. 
However, we can boil it down to its five main elements:

People

• Have clear roles and responsibilities
• Follow all procedures
• Are fully trained and assessed for the work they do

Procedures

• Are documented and recorded
• Cover all critical processes
• Ensure deviations are fully investigated and reported

Products

• Have specifications for raw materials, components, intermediate, 
and finished product

• Follow methods for manufacturing and packing, testing, sampling, 
status control, stability testing, and records

Premises and 

equipment

• Are designed to allow effective cleaning and prevent cross-
contamination

• Are validated and calibrated, have procedures, and have schedules 
and records

Processes

• Are clearly defined, consistent, and documented
• Have critical steps identified
• Have robust change control procedures
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Though there are several GxPs, a few of them are highly important for the life cycle of any 
product in pharmaceuticals:

Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP): GMP are the guidelines recommended by agencies for 
the authorization and control of manufacturing of products such as drugs, medical devices, 
active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) etc. Adhering to these guidelines assure the agencies 
about the quality of the products and that the manufacturers have taken every possible measure 
to ensure the safety of the product.

Good Clinical Practices (GCP): GCP are international quality standards defined by the International 
Conference on Harmonization (ICH) that state the clinical trial regulations for the products that 
require testing on human subjects. The standards outline the requirements of a clinical trial and 
the roles and responsibilities of the officials involved in it. It ensures that no human experiments 
are performed just for the sake of medical advancement.

Good Laboratory Practices (GLP): These are the standards set by the FDA for non-clinical 
laboratory tests and studies conducted for assessing the safety and efficacy of the product. GLPs 
are a set of standards which define the framework for a non-clinical study and state how they 
should be performed, evaluated, reported etc.
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While many pharmaceutical organizations have seen tremendous success and evolved into 
massive global conglomerates, at the end of the day, the focus comes down to improving 
patients’ outcomes in a safe and healthy way. While there is still significant potential for data 
science, machine learning, and AI and additional use cases to develop, organizations in the 
pharmaceutical space that may be scaling their AI efforts should know that there are tools, such 
as Dataiku, that help make the process seamless, collaborative, and effective. 

Conclusion
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